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Introduction
Recovering a sparse signal from incomplete linear measurements is of significant importance. It is used in many areas such as compressed sensing [1] , [2] , decoding real codes [3] , sparse representation [4] , and data stream computing [5] . A way for recovering a signal that is sufficiently sparse is to find the sparsest solution to a system of under-determined equations, and it is known as an NP-hard problem. However, recent studies have shown that it can be solved in reasonable time when the signal is highly sparse. In the literature, most attention has been focused on designing good measurement matrices and researching efficient and powerful recovery algorithms.
Many researchers utilize matrices with i.i.d. elements such as Gaussian matrices as measurement matrices [2] , [6] - [8] , since these matrices provide high recovery ability. However, the heavy computational burdens and huge storage requirement make them impractical. In order to reduce the computational time and storage, Candès et Fourier (PF) matrix to measure signals [1] . Matrices generated from other orthogonal transform matrices, e.g., the Partial Hadamard matrix [9] , are also efficient. Based on such matrices, greedy algorithms [7] , [8] , [10] - [14] , e.g., Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [7] , [11] , and 1 -norm minimization algorithms [15] - [18] , which solve a Basis Pursuit (BP) problem [15] , can successfully recover sparse signals. BP algorithms are well-known for their high recovery ability. On the other hand, OMP is well-known for its low complexity. However, as the technique advances, higher demands and larger scale applications make both of them not satisfactory. Thus, many new algorithms have been proposed to improve recovery ability and speed [8] , [12] - [14] , [17] - [19] . For example, Subspace Pursuit (SP) [14] , which is a variation of OMP, has high recovery ability close to that of BP algorithms, while its speed is much faster than that of OMP. Unfortunately, the improvements are still not satisfactory. Although some algorithms achieved higher recovery ability than that of BP algorithms in many situations [19] - [22] , their complexity is still high, higher than that of greedy algorithms. For example, it has been reported that an Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares (IRLS) algorithm can recover a less sparse (Gaussian random) signal than can BP algorithms [19] . However, its speed is still slow. On the other hand, although some of the algorithms achieved lower complexity than that of OMP, their recovery ability is low, at least lower than or comparable to that of BP algorithms. Therefore, a new algorithm with both high recovery ability and low complexity is strongly desired.
In order to address this issue, we propose a novel algorithm, Cross Low-dimension Pursuit (CLP), for the sparse recovery problem based on a new sparse matrix, Permuted Block Diagonal (PBD) matrix. Unlike conventional methods pursuing the sparsest solution in high dimensions, the main idea of our method is to convert a high-dimension sparse recovery problem into two (or more) groups of lowdimension problems. Then we recover entries of the original signal from these small systems of under-determined equations. The proposed algorithm outperforms existing algorithms in both recovery ability and complexity. The proposed algorithm has (1) high recovery ability, i.e., it can recover much less sparse signals than can existing algorithms and (2) low complexity, i.e., it has linear complexity, which is much lower than that of existing algorithms.
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Our algorithm is aimed at exact sparse signal recovery based on a specifically structured measurement matrix. Many classical algorithms do not rely on any specified matrix and can exactly recover the sparse signal when there is no noise and approximate the target signal when there is small noise. Compared with such algorithms, the application areas of our algorithm are limited. Our algorithm is suitable for applications, where exact recovery is needed and choices of measurement matrices are available. Nevertheless, the proposed algorithm still makes significant sense since such (or potential) applications are broad. Here, we just give three examples of such application areas, where the classical sparse recovery algorithms are used or can be used. The first area is decoding real codes [3] . When transmitting a real-valued message by encoding it with a full rank matrix (with more rows than columns) and there is impulsive noise over the communication channel, it is shown in [3] that to exactly decode such codes, it is sufficient to exactly recover the sparse error vector from an under-determined system. Consider constructing a PBD matrix as a parity-check matrix and generating a coding matrix whose columns span the null space of the PBD matrix, e.g., using the QR decomposition. A real-valued message is encoded by this coding matrix and a fraction of the entries are corrupted during transmission. Then at the receiver side, the PBD matrix is applied to the corrupted output such that the CLP algorithm can be used to solve a sparse recovery problem for reconstructing the sparse error vector and consequently the original message (refer to [3] for more details of decoding real codes by solving a sparse recovery problem). Note that unlike usual real codes based on sparse recovery, for a PBD-CLP code, a parity-check matrix is constructed firstly and a coding matrix is generated consequently. In [23] , the authors pointed out another potential application area, cryptography, where the above model of decoding real codes can be used. In such a cryptographic scheme, a secret message (the plaintext) is encrypted by multiplying it with a coding matrix whose columns span the null space of a PBD matrix and corrupting a fraction of entries artificially. With knowledge of the PBD matrix, the plaintext can be finally recovered from the ciphertext by the CLP algorithm in the same way as the above application of decoding real codes. The third example is data stream computing [5] . In this area, the vectors are usually very large and sparse. It is preferred to maintain a low-dimensional vector by multiplying it with a (sparse) matrix and exactly reconstruct it when needed [24] . Thus, the PBD matrix is suitable for this application since it is highly sparse. Furthermore, sparse vectors can be reconstructed efficiently by solving a sparse recovery problem with the CLP algorithm. In all of these areas, the two advantages of the proposed algorithm are of significant importance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the notations used throughout this paper are defined. The CLP algorithm is proposed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 , results of analysis of effectiveness and complexity are presented to clarify the high reliability and low complexity of the proposed algorithm. In Sect. 5, experimental results are shown to verify the improvement of the proposed method, and conclusions and future work are presented in Sect. 6.
Notations
The following notations are used throughout this paper.
r : Given a real number r, r is the maximum integer which is no larger than r.
I : Given a set I, I is referred to as the complement of I.
|I| : |I| denotes the number of the elements in I. w I : Given an index set I, and a matrix w, w I denotes the submatrix of w consisting of the columns with coordinates in I; or given the index set I and a vector w, w I denotes the subvector of w consisting of the elements with coordinates in I † .
w → p : Given a permutation p of set {1, 2, · · · , M} and a matrix w ∈ R k×M , w → p denotes permuting the columns of w by p; or given the permutation p and a vector w ∈ R M , w → p denotes permuting the elements of w by p † † .
y 0 : y 0 denotes the 0 -norm of y, counting the number of nonzero entries of y. n k denotes the number of k-combinations of a set that has n elements.
CLP Algorithm Based on a PBD Matrix
The sparse recovery problem can be described as follows. Suppose a sparse signal y ∈ R M with y 0 ≤ T (called T -sparse) is sampled by a measurement matrix D ∈ R N×M (N < M), obtaining a measurement vector s (s = Dy). The target is to recover y from s and D. A standard approach to recover y is to find the sparsest solution to the underdetermined equations, (P 0 ) : min z 0 subject to Dz = s.
(
When y is sufficiently sparse, with a matrix D, which satisfies some suitable conditions, e.g., restricted isometry property (RIP) [3] , the solution to (P 0 ) equals y. Designing measurement matrices is critical for solving † For example, let w = [3. (P 0 ), since both the performance and speed of the recovery algorithms depend on them. In this section, we construct a new structured measurement matrix, PBD matrix, in 3.1. Then based on this matrix, a new algorithm, CLP, is proposed in 3.2.
Permuted Block Diagonal Matrix
Suppose that we have L matrices that are block diagonal,
N×M by permuting the matrices with these permutations independently. Mathematically,
The random permutations are often used for constructing measurement matrices to provide high-quality reconstructions, e.g., the scrambled Fourier matrix for compressed sensing of natural signals [25] . The blocks w 1 , · · · , w L are the following defined f ull spark matrices. Note that a full spark matrix w has full rank and s(w) = r(w) + 1. Although construction of a full spark matrix in a high dimension is very difficult, it is easy to construct one in a highly low dimension. For example, one can generate a (Gaussian) random matrix in a low dimension and examine whether it has full spark. Otherwise, repeat this procedure. To simplify the explanation, we set L = 2 for the proposed algorithm in this paper. Furthermore, in order to reduce the complexity, we suggest that n should be a small even number like two or four † . Compared with conventional measurement matrices, PBD matrices have important advantages such as easy construction and fast matrix-vector multiplication, which are helpful in sensing and recovery, respectively. The resource for constructing a PBD matrix is only those for generating two (or several) low-dimension blocks and permutations. Furthermore, since the PBD matrix is highly sparse, the corresponding matrix-vector multiplication is fast.
In the literature of compressed sensing, which is closely related to the sparse recovery problem, some researchers have proposed block diagonal matrices and corresponding algorithms for sensing and reconstructing natural signals [26] , [27] . However, it should be noted that these frameworks are different from ours: we use a matrix generated from block diagonal matrices to measure a sparse signal directly, but these frameworks do not. In these frameworks, block diagonal matrices are utilized to measure a signal that is usually not sparse but can be represented as a sparse vector in some domain, e.g., wavelet coefficients. However, for the sparse vector, the measurement matrix to sample it is actually the matrix that is generated by multiplying the corresponding transform matrix with the block diagonal matrix. Therefore, the actual measurement matrix for sampling the sparse vector is not block diagonal.
Cross Low-Dimension Pursuit
In this subsection, we present the proposed algorithm. With the PBD matrix, the system of under-determined equations in Eq. (1), Dz = s, can be divided into two subsystems of equations. Furthermore, in each sub-system, the corresponding matrix is block diagonal. Obviously, solving a system of equations corresponding to a block diagonal matrix is the same as solving small systems of equations corresponding to the blocks independently. Thus, the high-dimension problem has been converted into two independent groups of quite low-dimension problems corresponding to the blocks. Moreover, although there may exist some unsolvable low-dimension problems in each subsystem of under-determined equations, they may become solvable when substituting the solutions from the other subsystem.
Based on the basic idea presented above, the proposed algorithm consists of two stages. The first stage is crossly solving the two sub-systems of under-determined equations with block diagonal matrices. Each sub-system of under-determined equations is solved by solving the lowdimension problems corresponding to the blocks. The next stage is to solve the residual equation (if there is one) after the first stage.
This subsection is organized as follows. In 3.2.1, we present a method for solving low-dimension problems in a sub-system of under-determined equations with a block diagonal matrix. In 3.2.2, we present a cross procedure, which crossly solves the two sub-systems of under-determined equations of the first stage. We then present a method for solving the residual equation of the second stage and detailed description of the proposed algorithm in 3.2.3.
Low-Dimension Recovery
Assume that W is a block diagonal matrix, W = diag(w 1 , · · · , w K ), and all of the blocks have n rows and † The reason why n should be even is that the method that we used to find the sparsest solutions (in a low dimension) corresponding to the blocks w k can recover a
is an integer, it performs best. See 3.2.1 for details.
have full spark. We aim to recover a sparse signal y from incomplete measurements,
where s = Wy. Obviously, solving Eq. (3) is the same as solving the following low-dimension equations separately,
where s k is the kth segment of s corresponding to w k (k ∈ {1, · · · , K}). The kth segment of y, y k , can be recovered by solving w k z k = s k in the following situations.
1. w k has no more than n columns. In this case, w k has full column rank since it has full spark. Thus, these low-dimension equations are determined. The solution
w k has more than n columns and y k is n 2 -sparse. In this case, we can recover y k by solving a small (P 0 ) as follows:
A natural direct way to solve (mP 0 ) is exhaustive searches over all subsets of n 2 columns of w k . Let I be a subset of {1, · · · , m} (m being the number of columns in w k ), and |I|= n 2 . We can solve a Least Squares (LS) problem of the following equation: Actually, ESS finds a solution whose 0 -norm is no larger than n 2 . Therefore, to prove Theorem 1 is the same as to prove that y k is the unique solution with 0 -norm no larger than n 2 , which is also equivalent to proving the following lemma.
, and letŷ k be another solution to
Proof. Suppose I (|I| = t) andÎ are the index sets of nonzero entries of y k andŷ k , respectively. Since w k is a f ull spark matrix, s(
When w k has more than n columns and y k is not n 2 -sparse, there is no hope of recovering y k by the ESS method. However, our proposed algorithm solves the equations that have not been solved yet in an iterative way as will be shown in the following cross procedure.
Cross Procedure
As shown above, a single block diagonal matrix converts a large-scale sparse recovery problem into a group of lowdimension problems. Moghadam et al. take benefits of this just as we do [28] . However, when some of the lowdimension equations are unsolvable, the original sparse signal cannot be entirely recovered. In our method, since the PBD matrix is created from two block diagonal matrices, there are two different groups of low-dimension problems constructed. Thus, the unsolvable equations may become solvable when substituting the solutions from the other group. Moreover, this can be done crossly in an iterative way until there is no new entry recovered or all of the entries are recovered. At each iteration, we use the low-dimension recovery presented above to recover part of the entries from these two groups of equations. Now we consider the cross procedure with a PBD matrix. First of all, we give the definition of inverse permutation.
Definition 2. (inverse permutation)
From the structure of a PBD matrix, we can observe that the use of D to measure y can be considered as the following procedure. The signal is permuted by p −1 1 and p −1 2 independently and then measured by W 1 and W 2 , respectively, as follows:
Let s 1 and s 2 denote the first and second halves of s, and
The first iteration is to recover entries from the following equation:
It is the same as recovering them from the following equations:
† In the whole procedure of the CLP algorithm as will be shown in the following subsections, this situation does not occur at the first iteration since the original blocks are overcomplete (more columns than rows). However, it may occur at the next iterations when substituting some solutions from the other systems. 
Since W 0 1 and W 0 2 are block diagonal matrices, we can use the low-dimension recovery to recover entries from both Eqs. (9) and (10) separately. Letẑ and I be the vector of recovered entries of y and its index set, respectively. The residual equation, which is to be solved at the second iteration, is
where
Obviously, more entries can be recovered from Eq. (11) in the same way as solving Eq. (8) at the first iteration. More generally, at the kth iteration, we recover entries from the following residual equation:
This iteration stage can go on until there is no new entry recovered or all of the entries are recovered.
Solving the Last Residual Equation
The cross procedure can reliably recover a sufficiently sparse signal. When the signal is too dense to be recovered entirely in the cross procedure, there is still a way to recover the remaining entries. In such a case, we solve the Last Residual Equation (LRE). Suppose the number of total iterations in the cross procedure above isk. Then we have the following LRE:
We simply apply the pseudoinversion process to Eq. (13) to recover the vector of remaining entries,ẑ = ((D˜k) * D˜k) −1 (D˜k) * s˜k. Obviously, when D˜k has full column rank, Eq. (13) is determined, and all of the remaining entries have been recovered.
In conclusion, the proposed method pursues the sparsest solution in quite low dimensions and crossly solves two systems of equations. We name it Cross Low-dimension Pursuit. Figure 1 shows the whole procedure of the proposed algorithm, whereẑ denotes the vector of newly recovered entries at each iteration, I k denotes the index set of z at the kth iteration, I k un and I k ed denote the index sets of unrecovered and recovered entries after the kth iteration, respectively, D k is the the submatrix of D consisting of the columns in I k un , s k is the residual vector of s after the kth iteration, andk is the total iteration number. Figure 2 shows a simple example of sparse signal recovery by CLP, where the original signal is a 1024-length sparse signal with 89 randomly located nonzeros.
Effectiveness and Complexity Analysis
In this section, we analyze the high reliability and low complexity of the proposed algorithm by effectiveness analysis and complexity analysis, respectively. 
Effectiveness Analysis
Before the analysis, we give a definition of an oversampled block. When the segment of a signal measured by the corresponding block has more than n 2 nonzeros, this block is defined as an oversampled block. Obviously, oversampled blocks are those of unsolvable low-dimensional systems. We now consider the distribution of nonzero entries into the blocks. In each subsystem, T nonzeros are randomly distributed into B (B = M m ) blocks. This is a classical "balls in bins" problem [28] , [29] . It has been proven in [29] that when T balls are randomly thrown into B bins, the expected fraction of bins containing i balls is:
Thus, the fraction of bins that contain more than r balls is:
We consider the number of oversampled blocks at the first iteration. In Eq. (9), the number of oversampled blocks is
, T ) unrecovered entries. Among them, the number of unsolved nonzero entries is
Then consider solving Eq. (10). The unsolved entries after solving Eq. (9) can also be considered to be randomly distributed into the blocks. In the same way, we can calculate that the number of oversampled blocks in Eq. (10) is
) (note the number should be an integer). Consequently, the number of unrecovered entries after the first iteration is |I
. Therefore, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. The CLP algorithm successfully recovers y with high probability when T < T , where T is defined as the minimum number such that m · B · F(> n

, G(T )) = s(D).
Based on the above analysis, Theorem 2 is obvious. From the procedure of the CLP algorithm, we can observe that s(D˜k) ≥ s(D) when D˜k has no fewer columns than
Theorem 2 gives a bound that the CLP algorithm successfully recovers the original signal with high probability. This bound is not sharp since we only use the results of the first iteration during the analysis. However, this theorem is still weak since it relies on s(D). The difficulty is that calculation of the spark of a matrix is of exponential complexity. Therefore, it is difficult to analyze how large s(D) can be. However, we still can ensure that the CLP algorithm successfully recovers the sparse signal when T is sufficiently small such that B · F(> n 2 , G(T )) (the number of unsolvable low-dimension systems after the first iteration) is small enough, e.g., B · F(> n 2 , G(T )) = 0, which means there is no unsolved low-dimensional system after the first iteration. Note that B · F(> n 2 , G(T )) is a non-negative and non-decreasing function of T . LetT denote the maximum integer such that the function value equals 0; then it holds that the function value equals 0 whenever T ≤T . For example, let M = 2048, n = 2 and m = 16 (consequently N = 512). When T ≤ 50, B · F(> n 2 , G(T )) = 0 holds. Compared with the numerical results in the following section, we can observe that the practical recovery ability of the proposed method is much higher.
Complexity Analysis
This subsection presents the complexity analysis of CLP. Without loss of generality, assume that L = 2 and N 1 = N 2 . In addition, the number of measurements is assumed to grow proportionally as the signal length grows ( N M is constant).
The reason for a constant ratio N M is as follows. When we consider the computation of the algorithm as the problem size M increases, we have to keep the problem setting unchanged: the sparsity of y, T M , is constant. In other words, as the length (M) of the sparse signal y increases, the 0 -norm of y, T , increases proportionally to M. Under this condition, let us consider the number of needed measurements N. Usually, O(T log M T ) measurements are needed (see [30] for example); thus, N also increases proportionally to M since
In the CLP algorithm, the most time-consuming part is solving the small systems of low-dimension equations. Using ESS to solve such a system requires a search over the subsets that consist of (9) and (10) . Assume that each low-dimensional system is solved twice on average. This assumption is quite reasonable since most of the systems of low-dimensional equations are solved at the first time at the first iteration (as has been shown in the effectiveness analysis above), and we solve an unsolved one again only when substituting the newly solved entries from the other groups of equations. Thus, the computation is 4H m M, which is proportional to M. Solving the LRE of Eq. (13) consumes the second largest computation time. Since D˜k is highly sparse, the solution can be quickly obtained by a Conjugate Gradient (CG) method. It needs O(z) flops, where z is the number of nonzero elements. In D˜k, z < 2nN, the complexity is O(2nN), which is also proportional to M. Note that in most cases of highly sparse signals, solving the LRE is unnecessary. The total time complexity of CLP is O(M), which means CLP can recover a sparse signal in linear time. The space complexity of CLP is proportional to the number of nonzero elements in D, 2nM.
Comparison of the complexities of different algorithms is shown in Table 1 , where OMP is Cholesky factorizationbased, and BP is recast as a Linear Programming (LP) problem and solved via a primal-dual barrier method for convex optimization (PDCO) [31] . The complexities of OMP, BP (PDCO), and SP are summarized from [32] , [8] , and [14] , respectively. Refer to them for details of analysis. 
Experimental Results
We performed three experiments in Matlab 7.5 on a dualcore 2.66 GHz desktop computer. In the first and second experiments, we compared the recovery abilities of different algorithms for different types of signals, and in the third experiment, we compared the execution times of different algorithms. In the experiments, we performed four other well-known algorithms: BP (PDCO solver), IRLS ( τ : τ gradually varies from 1 to 0.5), OMP, and SP with Gaussian random, PF, and PBD matrices. The programs of OMP and BP (PDCO) algorithms are from the SparseLab package (available from http://sparselab.stanford.edu), and the program of SP is provided by the authors (available from http://igorcarron.googlepages.com/cscodes) † . The program of IRLS was produced by ourselves. For the CLP algorithm, we set n = 2, m = 16, L = 2 for the PBD matrix in all experiments, and the blocks were (n × m) full spark Gaussian random matrices. Our experiments are of the following forms, similar to those of [1] , [14] • Gaussian sparse signals: draw the elements from independent Gaussian distributions with mean 0 and variance 1.
• Bernoulli sparse signals: draw the elements from independent Bernoulli distributions, where the elements are 1 or −1 with equal probability.
5. Obtain the measurements s = Dy. 6. Recover y with the corresponding algorithm. An exact recovery is achieved when ŷ−y 2 y 2 ≤ 10 −3 . 7. Repeat the 3rd to 6th steps r times (r = 100 in the first and second experiments and r = 10 in the third experiment).
In the first and second experiments, M=2048, N=512, and the signal sparsity T varied from 25 to 230 (0.05N to 0.45N). Note that the Bernoulli sparse signals are often used for comparative study, since they are challenging cases for recovery algorithms.
In the first experiment, we compared the recovery ability of CLP with those of the other algorithms implemented on classical measurement matrices, Gaussian random and PF matrices. Figures 3 and 4 show the results of the first experiment. In the case of Gaussian sparse signals, the recovery ability is in the order of CLP > SP > IRLS > BP ≈ OMP, while in the challenging case of Bernoulli sparse signals, the recovery ability is in the order of CLP > IRLS = BP > SP > OMP. We can observe that CLP has the highest recovery ability. Although the IRLS, OMP and SP algorithms achieved good results with Gaussian sparse signals, they did worse in the Bernoulli case. On the other hand, for BP and CLP, the performances are the same regardless of the signal type.
In the second experiment, we studied the performances of the algorithms with PBD matrices. It is obvious that the algorithms may work better with a dense PBD matrix than with a sparse one. For example, if we set m = M (n · L = N), then the PBD matrix becomes a fully dense matrix, which will provide optimal performances of these algorithms. However, the sparser the PBD matrix is, the lower complexities these algorithms have. Therefore, in this experiment, we gradually increased the fraction of nonzeros in the PBD matrix to study how sparse a PBD matrix can provide high performance. There are two ways to increase the denseness of PBD matrices. The first one is to increase n (fixing L), and the second one is to increase L (fixing n). However, based on numerical studies, we observed that increasing L gives faster growth of performance of the algorithms. This can be easily understood because a larger L gives more independently permuted sub-matrices. Therefore, in this experiment, we set n = 2 for all of the PBD matrices, and L gradually varied as 2, 4, 8, and 16. The corresponding PBD matrices are denoted by PBD2, PBD4, PBD8, and PBD16. The corresponding values of m are 16, 32, 64, 128, respectively (m = Mn N L); the numbers of nonzeros in these matrices (Nm) are 8192, 16384, 32768, 65536, respectively. Figures 5 and 6 show the results of the second experiment. We can observe that all of the algorithms except OMP achieved the desired performance with PBD8, while PBD4 provides only slightly worse performance than PBD8. However, since PBD4 is sparser, it is a better choice as a measurement matrix.
In the third experiment, we compared the practical execution times of different algorithms, where the comparative algorithms were with the PF and PBD (PBD4) matrices. In this experiment, M varied from 2 9 to 2 17 . We set the sampling rate N M = 1 4 and the signal sparsity T = 0.15N. In this experiment, we did not use the Gaussian random matrix since the complexity and storage requirement are too high to apply it in such large-scale simulations. Figure 7 shows the results of the third experiment. We can observe that CLP performed faster than SP and much faster than the other three algorithms. Moreover, as M varies, CLP took linear time to M, which can be observed more clearly in Fig. 8 .
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, a novel algorithm, the CLP algorithm, for sparse signal recovery has been proposed on the basis of a new structured sparse matrix, the PBD matrix. The proposed algorithm has advantages of low complexity and high sparse recovery ability. Both theoretical analysis and experimental results are shown to verify the validity of the proposed algorithm.
The problem of exactly recovering sparse signals from incomplete linear measurements without noise is considered in this paper. The proposed method can be used in several areas such as decoding real codes [3] and data stream computing [5] . In many other cases of interest, the measurements are with noise or the signal is not exactly but approximately sparse. Then exact recovery is impossible, and a good approximation is desired. For example, in compressed sensing of natural signals, the coefficients in the sparse domain (e.g., wavelet domain) need to be approximated. Therefore, our future work will focus on the following two directions. The first one is to apply the method proposed in this paper into applications, and the second one is to improve our method in approximation and noise cases.
